Hosting in the Time of Pandemic: Online Conversation Cafés
Congratulations! Choosing to host a conversation online during these extraordinary days of the pandemic is a bold step. We
are happy to have you join this experiment and celebration of the power of conversation. If there was ever a time in human
history when the people of the world needed to sit down and speak, listen and learn together, this is it. Conversation Cafe has
grown from an idea to a proven simple method that people anywhere can learn and use to have a meaningful conversation.
We know that Conversation Cafés foster: Connection, wisdom, empowerment, and democracy.
Conversation Cafe Resources - At www.conversationcafe.org you will find materials for your use, including:
•
•
•

“Mini CC Guide”: introduces the Process and Agreements.
Suggested Questions: potential questions to use in your conversation
Sample Email Invitation: to use in recruiting participants
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Description:

_76240941-d22a-4418-8072-b5d47456a360

The National Coalition for Dialogue & Deliberation (NCDD) is a network of innovators who bring people together
across divides to discuss, decide, and take action together effectively on today’s toughest issues. NCDD serves as a
gathering place, a resource center, a news source, and a facilitative leader for this vital community of practice.
Online Conversation Café Hosts :
What is the role of a host? Hosts are vital to the success of every Conversation Cafe. We call you a host rather than a facilitator as you
do not need professional training or experience and you get to be a participant. Your key role is to:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a safe, welcoming environment for strangers to shift from small talk to BIG talk.
Provide the topic.
Conduct a simple process that practically runs itself.
Manage time.
Convene people so they can still be connected during these times of social isolation.

Online Conversation Café Participants :
How do I get people to come? Your enthusiasm and direct invitation will attract people. People are curious and they may be feeling
isolated – they want to hear what others think and feel. You can start small and do it with your neighbors or book club friends. Or you
can be more ambitious and approach colleagues or organizations to participate and co-host with you – such as a synagogue, church
or Rotary club. You can invite people yourself, or set up a Facebook event, share on Instagram, Twitter, NextDoor, etc. – and send an
email invitation with the links and ask everyone to forward to others. Consider enlisting a friend, neighbor or co-worker as a ‘co-host’
to help you create this conversation. If you are interested in hosting an event that is open to a broader audience, you can post your
event to NCDD’s Community Events Calendar. To post, fill out the form here: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSesykGJ_
zQc5qe-uzoB52oK2wD4w8ILa-CZmsU0w62F68pITA/viewform

Zoom :
How to schedule on Zoom? You can register for a free Zoom account – which allows meetings of up to 40 minutes (paid accounts are
unlimited). Zoom is waiving this time limit for K-12 teachers - check the website for details. If you anticipate having a large group
(more than 8 to 10), you will need familiarity with the break-out room function on Zoom. (Look for the instructions later in this
packet). Choose the time and date that you think will work best for your target audience. Set up the meeting so you generate a Zoom
link to send. 90 minutes is a good duration to aim for; encourage people to log in 10 to 15 minutes early so any technical glitches can
get resolved. If you are using a free account, you will likely need to take a moment to close the session and re-open - this only takes a
minute and participants do not need to leave or re-join.

Vision

_c4b8b686-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

People speak, listen and learn together

Mission

_c4b8b8fc-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

To enable people anywhere to have meaningful conversations

Values
Conversation: Overview of the Process: How to host using the Conversation Café Method The Conversation Café
process almost facilitates itself. Just as a host for parties or gatherings—you get things started and keep them going,
boosted by a warm welcome and smile. What, generally, makes a good conversation? Many things: an alive topic of
interest to all, an open and receptive mood, people willing to listen as much as speak, a willingness to drop
preconceptions and explore many different ideas, a comfortable setting in which people can easily hear each other, a
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group small enough for everyone to speak. At its best, such conversation gets deeper and richer the longer it can be
sustained.
Connection
Wisdom
Empowerment
Democracy
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Open the Conversation Café
_c4b8ba0a-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Setting the Stage: Opening the Conversation Café

Openning
Open the room early.
_c4b8bb18-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Greeting & Chatting
As your participants arrive in the Zoom room, greet and chat with them.
_c4b8bc08-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Welcome, Names & Locations
Once it is the designated time for starting, welcome all and invite them to write their name and location into the
chat.
_c4b8bd0c-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Theme/Topic
Then state the theme or topic for the Café.
Be sure to paste it into the chat, too.
_c4b8be88-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Ending Time
Come to agreement about the ending time (90 minutes is best, 60 minutes at minimum).
_c4b8bf96-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Commitments
Get everyone’s agreement to stay till the end.
If someone has to leave early, it’s important to know in advance so the group will not be disrupted.
_c4b8c090-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00
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Agreements
Read the Agreements
_c4b8c19e-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Stakeholder(s)
Small Groups :
Dividing into Small Groups — After reviewing and committing to the Agreements and explaining the process, you can
send participants into small groups of 4 to 8. You can add
yourself to one of the groups after you send everyone off to
their break outs. Before you send them off to break outs,
paste in the questions and the directions for the volunteer
host: (once they are in the break outs, they can not see any
additions to the chat) “Host: begin each round; everyone

should be on mute during the two rounds - you indicate who
should unmute when it is their turn as you go around the
circle so everyone speaks once. During the Open Conversation, help ‘direct traffic:’ each speaker can designate who
goes next after they speak - and they can watch for participants who raise their physical hand. When you receive the
message to begin the Closing Round, ask everyone to mute
again. Pause to reflect. Then indicate who should unmute to
share, one by by one.”

Agreements: Next, read the Agreements out loud. The introduction of these Agreements begins to mark the shift from
ordinary chit-chat to the wiser, generative depths at a slower pace of ‘being-in-time.’ Paste Agreements into the chat
and/or paste a link to the Mini Guide. You could have each person read one of the Agreements... After reviewing each
of these agreements, make sure you get everyone’s buy-in: On Zoom, they can click on “Participants” at the bottom of
their screen and then click on “raise hand” to give their consent. Or you can ask everyone to raise their hand if their
video is on.

Open-Mindedness
Listen to and respect all points of view.
_c4b8c2ac-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Acceptance
Suspend judgment as best you can.
_c4b8c3b0-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Curiosity
Seek to understand rather than persuade.
_c4b8c4c8-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Discovery
Question assumptions, look for new insights.
_c4b8c5cc-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Sincerity
Speak from your heart and personal experience.
_c4b8c6da-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Brevity
Go for honesty and depth but don’t go on and on.
_c4b8c806-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00
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The Process
Introduce and explain the Talking Object.
_c4b8c91e-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

After reading the agreements, explain the process. There will be two rounds with a (virtual) Talking Object, then open
conversation, and lastly a final round where each will reflect on their experience. Introduce and explain the Talking
Object in this context. It is a powerful tool for creating equality: Everyone in the circle - on the screen - has an equal
voice, an equal turn. As a listener in the circle, we know our task is to listen to whoever is designated as holding the
Talking Object, without interjecting or commenting. When we hold the Talking Object, we know we have the floor.
We can pass if we don’t want to speak. Online, the ‘virtual Talking Object’ is given to the person who is unmuted: all
participants are on mute until it is their turn. You, as the host, unmute the next speaker. The transition of mute, unmute
gives a nice slow pace to the round. Before beginning Round 1, invite people to be silent for a few moments to quiet
their minds and collect their thoughts.

Round 1. Hearts & Minds
Invite each participant to speak to what is in their heart and mind regarding the theme.
Go around the circle once, inviting each to speak to what is in their heart and mind regarding the theme (people
can pass if they like). Remarks should be succinct (1-2 min) to allow time for everyone to speak. As the speaker
with the virtual Talking Object, they are the only one off mute. When they are through speaking, they mute
themselves and you unmute the next person. Listen to each person, with no feedback or response. Remind
people that it’s not necessary for their comments to match the previous ones – a time will come when we are
more conversational. It is wise for you, as host, to begin, so you can model the depth and brevity of the desired
response.
_c4b8ca36-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Round 2. Extension
Give each person another chance to speak without feedback or response.
Go around the circle again, with the Talking Object, giving each person another chance to speak without
feedback or response. Explain how in this round people may deepen their own comments or speak to what has
meaning for them now; they can also respond to what others have said. (OR – there may be a different question
for the Second Round). Request that everyone keep their comments brief so that most of the time will be
available for the open back and forth that follows the second round. Remind them, still no cross talk.
_c4b8cc8e-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

The Middle. Conversation
Open up the conversation.
Now it is time to open up the conversation. Unmute everyone and let the conversation begin. Suggest that
speakers raise their hand to indicate they want to speak next (briefly and not in a distracting way); and offer that
whoever is speaking can hand off to the next speaker by naming them. Seek to follow and enrich the thread of
new meaning and insights that arise – rather than enforcing any topic. It’s fine to end up somewhere unexpected
and different from the initial question! Mind the Time: About five or ten minutes before the final round time (i.e.
15 to 20 minutes before ending time), tell the group it is time to begin to bring the conversation to a close.
_c4b8cdc4-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00
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The Final Round. Take Aways
Invite each person to briefly express what they are taking from this conversation.
About five to ten minutes before the ending time, introduce the final round. This timing depends on the size of
the group – you’ll need more time the larger the group and if you’ve had break out groups, leave time for a
collective final round once everyone comes back together. Ask the group to take a minute to think about this
experience: as an option, you may invite them to write a few words in the chat, which you can then collect to use
as a record of the insights that came. Then, invite each person to briefly express what they are taking from this
conversation: what touched, moved, inspired or challenged you? This is like the first two rounds, using the
virtual Talking Object. Close by thanking each other.
Stakeholder(s):
Late Comers :

_c4b8cefa-79fd-11ea-ade4-b34e2c83ea00

Regarding late comers: In case people drift in and
join after the starting time — make sure they are
muted… Allow newcomers to just observe and then
join in when their turn comes. You can send them a
private chat to welcome them and give a link to the
Mini Guide to review the process, with emphasis on
the agreements.
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Larger Groups :
For larger groups: If there are more than ten people,
it's best to divide into two (or more) separate groups
so everyone will have time to be heard. The dividing
can happen right after this point, now that you’ve
explained the process and shared the Agreements.
Refer to the “Large Group Appendix”for more information.

